Air
Conditioning
Creating an Environment
for Success

Installing Leading Energy Efficient Products
Ensuring your System Continues Performing Efficiently whilst
delivering lower running costs - 24hr Remote Monitoring & Post
Occupancy Evaluation (POE)
Nationwide Coverage - Market Leading Support

Why Choose Monodraught?
We believe that global climate challenges need local solutions. Our aim is to help
you to reduce energy consumption, carbon emissions and lower running costs.

Creating an Environment for Success
Low carbon solutions deliver reduced operating costs, higher rental values and
increased occupancy levels.

The Enhanced Capital Allowance (ECA)
Under the scheme, all businesses liable for UK corporation tax are able to claim
an Enhanced Capital Allowance on any qualified expenditure

A Complete Solution for Climate Control
We take control at the design stage, using advanced software to model the
performance for each system. This means that we can then select the correct
size of units for indoor and outdoor use to optimise building performance.

Ensuring Legislation Compliance
The benefit for both individuals and businesses is that by reducing energy use,
you will also reduce running costs, lower your impact on the environment and
cut your carbon footprint

Take Control of Comfort and Energy Costs
The right controls can deliver a cost-effective solution that helps manage,
monitor and report on the performance of all building services systems.

Project References
Discover the range of applications of our air conditioning units.

Stress-free Leasing and Spare Parts
You can manage your cash flow more effectively and spread the capital costs utilising your budget elsewhere for business growth.

monodraught.com / info@monodraught.com / +44 (0)1494 897700
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Why Choose
Monodraught?

We believe that global climate challenges need local solutions. Our aim is to
help you to reduce the energy consumption of your buildings, reduce carbon
emissions and lower running costs. Monodraught provides:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Market Leading Customer Service and Support
Over 25 Design Engineers trained in Autocad, IES, BIM, Revit
Fully Qualified Monodraught Installation Teams
Compliant with Legislation Requirements
24hr Data Monitoring and Performance Optimisation
Finance and Credit Options
Up to 10 Year Manufacturer Warranty

Free Design Services
Every Commercial Air Conditioning system installation for Monodraught starts
with a Free Site Survey. Following a full review of your requirements we provide a
full design and consultancy service, ensuring we recommend the perfect solution.

Your cooling and heating
costs make up at least 50%
of your energy consumption
Which means that installing an energy
efficient climate solution has a significant
impact on your overall energy costs.

As industry leaders we are proud to be approved installers for Daikin, Mitsubishi
Electric and Kaysun.
Without changing temperature set point,
data monitoring & optimisation has realised
first year savings of 34%.
monodraught.com / info@monodraught.com / +44 (0)1494 897700
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Air Conditioning from Monodraught
• Wherever feasible we use low GWP R32 refrigerant
Creating the right climate within
office spaces is a critical element
of design. When designed correctly,
low carbon solutions deliver reduced
operating costs, higher rental values
and increased occupancy levels.
Today’s commercial buildings are
increasingly air tight and filled with
heat generating office equipment and
lighting, which presents a problem for
anyone trying to maintain a stable and
comfortable internal environment.

half of all UK greenhouse emissions,
legislation is demanding increased
energy efficiency.
As a market leader, we pride ourselves in
providing high performance competitive
systems with low running costs.

• We supply products to buildings, ranging from small retail outlets, to
vast multi-storey office complexes
• Our aim is to use ‘free’ energy from a range of natural sources
including air, ground and water
• Inverter technology increases efficiency and provides comfort, so
inverter products are always our first choice
• Reliable technical support and training at every step of the way

Our highly reliable systems are designed
for low maintenance and are backed
up with extended warranties from our
suppliers.

Remote monitoring not only increases the
With buildings accounting for around lifespan of your equipment but ensures
they are running at optimum efficiency.

Our dedicated Technical Consultants will help to
identify the right cooling, heating and ventilation
solution for your needs, including cost-effective
upgrades, energy-saving innovations, intelligent
controls and remote monitoring that deliver
proven value to your business

monodraught.com / info@monodraught.com / +44 (0)1494 897700
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The Enhanced Capital
Allowance Scheme (ECA)
ECA is a Government tax incentive for businesses to invest in specific energy
efficient technologies.
Under the scheme, all businesses liable for UK corporation tax are able to claim an
Enhanced Capital Allowance on any qualified expenditure, meaning businesses
can offset the full cost of specific technologies against taxable profits of the
period of investment. This means you can claim up to 100% first year capital
allowance on investments in energy saving equipment, recouping a faster
return on investment.
The scheme is managed by the Carbon Trust who support businesses keen to
save energy and reduce carbon emissions through the use of energy efficient
equipment and low carbon technologies. The trust has developed a criteria
which targets the top 20% of highest performing heat pumps across the industry.
Wherever feasible these are the products Monodraught supply.
For further information please visit: www.gov.uk/capital-allowances

How to claim an
Enhanced Capital Allowance

monodraught.com / info@monodraught.com / +44 (0)1494 897700
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We take control at the design stage, using advanced software (such as IES) to
model the performance that each system will deliver within a specific building
project. This means that we can then select the correct size of units for indoor
and outdoor use to optimise the building’s efficiency targets and comfort levels.

Split Systems
These systems are an ideal option for all small and medium sized premises such as
offices, retail or leisure establishments that have heating or cooling requirements.
Split-Systems are also able to operate with multiple indoor units connected
to a single outdoor unit. There is a full range of indoor units available such as
ceiling cassettes, ceiling concealed ducted, wall mounted, ceiling suspended
or floor mounted types. The application options are considerable.

By understanding the individual needs of your
business, employees and customers, we are
able to provide a bespoke solution, giving you
a long-term strategy aligned with your financial
and sustainability objectives

VRF / VRV Systems
VRF is a multi and direct expansion type air conditioning system where one
outdoor unit is connected with multiple indoor units. It intelligently modulates the
flow of refrigerant depending upon the capacity requirements of each zone within
the building. Its ultimate purpose is to regulate the internal air temperature and
comfort levels in the most effective and efficient manner possible.
monodraught.com / info@monodraught.com / +44 (0)1494 897700
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Ensuring Legislation
Compliance
The demand for improved energy efficiency within both commercial and
domestic properties is increasing. This is driven by tough legislation and robust
Government targets for the reduction of the UK’s carbon emissions.
The benefit to individuals and businesses is that reducing energy use will also reduce
running costs, lower the impact on the environment and reduce the carbon footprint.
Significant legislation such as F-Gas; MEES; Energy Related Products Directive
(ErP); and Part L & Part F of the Building Regulations are placing demands on
commercial organisations to monitor and control their energy use as never before.
At the same time, incentives such as the Enhanced Capital Allowance (ECA)
scheme and the domestic and non-domestic Renewable Heat Incentive (RHI)
are helping shorten the payback time for energy efficient technologies.
Monodraught supplies fully compliant equipment and endeavours to ensure
that all suitable incentives are achieved by their customers.

MEES: Minimum Energy Efficiency Standards
Applicable for rented private sectors for dwellings and non-dwellings. Owners of
commercial property will have to ensure that their buildings achieve a minimum
Energy Performance Certificate (EPC) band ‘E’ by 2018 before they can be
leased to new or renewing tenants.
The ultimate goal is to move the commercial property sector to a minimum of
band C by 2030. Building owners and managers need to bear this in mind
when considering their response to MEES – the targets for energy efficiency will
become progressively higher over the next decade.

ErP: Energy Related Products Directive
This is a two-part strategy. Firstly, the ErP
requires manufacturers to produce energyusing products that meet stringent minimum
performance standards. And secondly, these
products are clearly labelled using a standard
methodology so that consumers can quickly
understand the energy efficiency of the
products they purchase.

monodraught.com / info@monodraught.com / +44 (0)1494 897700
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F-Gas Regulations: Time for R-32

Ensuring Legislation
Compliance

F-Gas regulations were updated in 2015 driven by the
requirement to reduce the impact of refrigerant gases
on global warming.

Part L of Building Regulations
Part L of the Building Regulations deals with the conservation of fuel and power
in domestic and commercial buildings. It is also an attempt to move towards
achieving both lower carbon emissions and less energy use.
Overall, the Government is increasing carbon targets on new homes through
a 6% reduction in CO2 emissions against 2010 levels. This will be across the
entire ‘build mix’ of flats, terraced homes, detached houses, etc. Levels for
non‑domestic buildings depend on the type of building, but the aggregate
reduction across the entire non-domestic building mix is 9%.

R32 gas has a global warming potential (GWP) of 675,
which is one third that of R410A (2,088). It is more
energy efficient, with a lower refrigerant charge and
offering a potential to manufacture smaller units. As a
single component refrigerant, it can be charged as gas
or liquid; it is also easier to reuse and recycle.
Wherever technically feasible Monodraught supplies
and installs equipment with R-32.

Improvements on carbon emissions required for non-domestic buildings
Distribution warehouse

4%

Deep-plan office with A/C

12%

Retail warehouse

8%

shallow-plan office

13%

Hotel

12%

School

9%

Small warehouse

3%

Aggregate across building mix

9%

Part F of Building Regulations
The main aim of the requirements of Part F “is that a ventilation system is
provided that under normal conditions is capable of limiting the accumulation
of moisture, which could lead to mould growth, and pollutants originating within
a building which would otherwise become a hazard to the health of the people
in the building.” In other words, Part F deals with indoor air quality.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Low GWP of 675
High efficiency refrigerant
F-Gas phase down compliant
Less refrigerant volume requirement
Affordable & readily available
A single component refrigerant
Easy to handle, reuse and recycle

monodraught.com / info@monodraught.com / +44 (0)1494 897700
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At Monodraught we believe that technology puts us in the driving seat, enabling
us to ensure your equipment works for longer and more efficiently, thereby saving
you money. For this reason, we believe in remote monitoring and recommend
this to many of our customers.

Operating an air conditioning, ventilation
or heating system without effective
controls can be costly in more ways
than one. Not only are you likely to face
higher monthly bills, it will also lead
to an increase in carbon emissions –
something that will become ever more
important as businesses strive to keep
up with tougher environmental legislation.

to operate in the long-term. The right
controls can deliver a cost-effective
solution that helps manage, monitor
and report on the performance of all
building services systems.

An example of the remote monitoring we recommend is the VRV Cloud which is
described below:
A service based on Daikin’s global Remote Monitoring
technology, keeping your system trouble-free and
working with maximum efficiency.
VRV Cloud exists in 3 packages:

• A strategy of preventing
breakdowns and limiting
unnecessary maintenance visits.
• Efficiently organising site
interventions by diagnosing the
nature and the extent of the
problem before going to site.

The right controls take building
performance to the next level. With
them, building systems become
more responsive, easier to automate, • Ensures the most comfortable
environment in your premises
monitor and maintain and less costly

Innovative
Technology
that helps to
optimise your
equipment’s
potential

VRV Cloud Energy
Helps you manage your energy consumption (Only for VRV III and VRV IV
installations, in combination with an iTouch Manager)
• Intelligent energy visualization tool that helps you with your energy
management
• 24/7 online energy monitoring by the customer from any location
• User friendly visualization of VRV energy consumption (kWh)
• Analysis support of waste operation
• Multiple group and site monitoring
monodraught.com / info@monodraught.com / +44 (0)1494 897700
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VRV Cloud Diagnostic

Prevent Product Malfunctions

Daikin’s online remote monitoring system with unique ‘Early fault’ function
(predictions)

The VRV Cloud will analyse the data from your equipment every
minute of the day and will alert before the equipment actually
breaks down. In this way, failures can be prevented and possible
down time reduced to an absolute minimum.

• Unique online monitoring system (24h/24h)
• Connect four times a day with the global Daikin Network Solution
Centre in Japan to save operation data for trend analysis
• Continuous analysis of operation data
• Create predictions due to the unique “Early fault” function, averting
unscheduled breakdowns
• Instant notification of predictions & alarms
• Access to operation data of the last 30 minutes in case of prediction or alarm
As test, 15% of the refrigerant incorrect charge was removed, resulting in
a 45% drop in energy usage

VRV Cloud Optimisation
Total solution for Air Conditioning management.
• Optimization of your installation through data analysis
• Instant notification of predictions & alarms with operation data of the
last 30 minutes, and a detailed description of which actions to carry
out and the necessary electrical drawings
• Monthly reports related to the evolution of the set points, room
temperatures, operating hours and the energy consumption of the system
• Recommendations of improvements to use the system more efficient
and economical

Service

<<VRV Cloud>>
Energy

<<VRV Cloud>>
Diagnostic

Remote Diagnostics
The Cloud system continuously checks the cleanliness of the system
filters and heat exchanger. Furthermore, the Cloud manages a wide
range of data (pressures, temperatures, running hours, etc.) in order
to let your equipment run as efficiently and trouble free as possible.
This will also prevent your equipment from using too much energy.

Extend Product Lifetime
The VRV Cloud is designed to make sure that your equipment
is maintained and running as efficiently as possible. This
optimisation will extend the lifespan of your equipment.

Malfunction Messages
In the unlikely event of a problem occurring, Monodraught will
contact you directly. Our engineers, who are dedicated to your
installation, will inform you regarding the nature of the problem and
will help you towards the next step of solving the problem.

<<VRV Cloud>>
Optimisation

Graphical representation of energy
consumption - Energy Target Assistant
Real-time monitoring
Alarms & Predictions
Optimisation through Data Analysis
2 years extra warranty*

monodraught.com / info@monodraught.com / +44 (0)1494 897700
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Project
References
Education

Offices

Newcastle University

Ford Runcorn Offices

The Herschel Building at Newcastle University was fitted
with new Cool-phase® units discreetly positioned within
the ceiling void to provide natural cooling to the room.

Monodraught hybrid cooling systems have been installed
at the Ford Runcorn offices. Cool-phase is a low-energy
cooling and ventilation system that creates a thermally
comfortable, fresh and healthy indoor environment by
monitoring internal air quality and ensuring there is a
supply of fresh air.
monodraught.com / info@monodraught.com / +44 (0)1494 897700
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Project
References
Leisure

Retail

The Copper Box - Handball Arena

Tesco - Sainsbury’s - Waitrose

Working with ARUP the Consulting Engineer, Monodraught
presented a scheme that included 88 number 1500mm
diameter light pipes positioned strategically around the
field of play. The systems also needed to be adaptable
for when lower light levels were required so light shut
off dampers were included along with special acoustic
laminated glass.

Monodraught has supplied and installed a wide range
of systems to provide natual lighting and ventilation to
retail stores across the UK.

monodraught.com / info@monodraught.com / +44 (0)1494 897700
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Project
References
Hospitals

Government

Royal Hospital Chelsea

Harrogate Civic Headquarters

Monodraught WINDCATCHER® natural ventilation
systems were selected to provide energy-free fresh
air throughout the new three storey flagship care
home. The fifteen systems were cleverly adapted by
Monodraught to complement the architectural style of
the new infirmary, which is in context with original Wren
and Soane buildings.

Monodraught have been specified to provide natural
cooling and ventilation to the new headquarters for
Harrogate Borough Council. Monodraught will be providing
30 N° COOL-PHASE® systems and 2 N° Windcatcher
Classic bespoke circular GRP systems.
monodraught.com / info@monodraught.com / +44 (0)1494 897700
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Stress-free
Leasing options
Stress-free leasing options allow you to have a smoother cash flow.
Monodraught offer an innovative range of flexible financing options from Shire
Leasing, eliminating large upfront payments.
This means you can manage your cash flow more effectively and spread your
capital costs – using your budget elsewhere for business growth.
It’s easy and stress-free to arrange and typically takes only twenty four hours.

Spare
Parts
Our dedicated team, along with our technical department, will help you to meet
all your air conditioning needs; we know how important it is to get the correct
identification, the correct advice and a prompt price to our clients.
At Monodraught we have access to order spares online for our customers 24
hours a day.
As approximately 97% of critical spares are held in stock, getting your system
working again is swift and pain free.

Once an application is approved, and you have e-signed it, you will get a purchase
order for the equipment and installation and can order your equipment from
Monodraught.

monodraught.com / info@monodraught.com / +44 (0)1494 897700
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Halifax House, High Wycombe
Buckinghamshire, HP12 3SE
+44 01494 897700

Monodraught Ltd

+44 01494 532465

@MonodraughtLtd

www.monodraught.com

Monodraught Ltd

info@monodraught.com

